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CARING FOR  A CLEAN FUTURE



Our purpose is to look after the well-being of people in communities and workplaces, today and tomorrow. Our planet is experiencing rapid

urbanization, and this has a far-reaching impact on the way we live and work in cities today. Latest statistics show that half of the world’s

population now lives in a city, and this proportion is projected to increase to two-thirds by 2050. This will put great pressure on our natural

resources and risk a significant increase in pollution levels in the coming years, adversely affecting our well-being. That is why we need to

keep finding innovative ways of, for example, lowering carbon emission levels and reducing fuel and water consumption. Fayat

Environmental Solutions recognizes and understands the challenges of ‘keeping our cities liveable’ and commits to finding simple solutions

that improve the quality of people’s lives in cities through innovation.

OUR PHILOSOPHYOUR STORY

Fayat is committed to sustainable development. To honour this

commitment, we strive continuously for the ideal balance

between product functionality and economic efficiency on the one

hand and social responsibility and respect for the environment on

the other.

Fayat is a family-owned company. And, like any family, we care

about the next generations. That means we don’t focus on short-

term results. For us, sustainability is not only a key element of our

mission statement but also a major factor of everything we do.

We define sustainability as:

…meeting the needs of the present generation without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own

needs – which in turn means boosting economic prosperity,

environmental quality and social responsibility for the benefit of

people, the planet and profit.

These values underpin the Fayat Environmental Solutions initiative

by MATHIEU from France, RAVO from the Netherlands, and SCARAB

from the United Kingdom. Fayat Environmental Solutions is our

new Business Unit which was established in 2017 and represents

our values and reflects our entrepreneurial spirit. 

With over 150 years of experience all together, a global network and

proven technologies, Fayat Environmental Solutions offers a full

product range of sweepers in the sub compact, compact, compact

mid-size and truck mounted segments, making Fayat Environmental

Solutions one of the largest players in the street sweeping industry.

In addition to its focus on being the leader in innovative sweeping,

it also reinforces its sustainable product policy. 

Fayat Environmental Solutions contributes to healthy living

conditions and better wellbeing. The revolutionary Hygion is the

showcase for this in more than one aspect. With a unique and

patented filter system based on positive ionisation (SAIGA Particle

System), particles are taken out of the air flow in the Hygion and

the emissions to the atmosphere are reduced to virtually zero. Clean

air in the urban environment. This not only underlines the

innovative ability of Fayat Environmental Solutions, but also our

engagement in creating a more sustainable world. Moreover, Fayat

street sweepers are almost 100% recyclable.

Aside from the Hygion’s revolutionary and unique particulate filter

system that provides clean air, Fayat Environmental Solutions also

has street sweepers in its range that run on CNG, petrol and now a

100% electric street sweeper is the newest edition to the range.
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MATHIEU, RAVO and SCARAB which are 3 complementary brands

providing street cleaning solutions which are designed to cover all

aspects of municipal, urban or heavy duty contracting work.

Sub compact and compact sweepers 

• Today more than ever, Mathieu is devoting all its forces to

innovation and designing cleaning vehicles with modern lines that

are contributing to a feeling of well-being in urban spaces.

Compact mid-size sweeper 

• The Ravo 5 iSeries is designed to perform and is known for its

robust character which combines superb cleaning performance with

extreme reliability and comfort.

Truck mounted and truck mounted specialist sweepers 

• Scarab offers a full range of truck mounted sweepers of high built

quality for every application. Scarab is  the pioneer and global

market leader of the environmentally friendly single-engine truck

mounted sweeper  and continue to lead the market in this field.

CARING FOR A CLEAN FUTURE

A global presence

We design, manufacture and market complementary and dedicated cleansing solutions in 3 different production facilities in Europe: 

Toul, France - Alkmaar, Netherlands and Marden, UK.

We operate in more than 45 countries through our worldwide network, making us a leading global player. Our international dealer network

allows us to provide  great flexibility and the highest level of service and after sales assistance to our customers worldwide. These customers

include cities like Paris, Berlin, Washington DC, Rome, Madrid, Lisbon, Bangkok, Riyadh, Munich, Porto, Amsterdam, Montreal, Kuwait City,

San Francisco, Bordeaux, Rotterdam, Barcelona, Dubai, Jeddah, Saint Petersburg, Quebec, New Jersey. 
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Fayat Environmental Solutions is setting the standard 
with a wide range of environmental products and solutions



Our compact MC210 platform is the culmination of over 90 years'

experience in the field of cleaning, comprising four different solutions:

pure sweeping, versatile sweeping, scrubbing and washing. In a world

where comfort, reliability, performance and respect for the environment

are the minimum requirement today, our MC210 sets new standards in

urban cleanliness and is available with the latest clean engines in Diesel

or Petrol.

Our Ravo 5 iSeries is recognized by professionals as  absolute the best  mid-size

street sweeper in the world. The robust and  outstanding appearance

appearance of the RAVO 5 iSeries has been a common sight in cities all around

the world for many years. Our RAVO 5 iSeries is available with two containers

variations, Standard Tipping (ST) and Container Dump (CD) as well with various

transport speed. In addition to and based on the 5 iSeries, a zero emission 

e-sweeper fully electric completes now the range to guarantee you a clean

environment.

Our new modern and agile sub compact MC110 sweeper

has been designed to offer you an ultra-compact

architecture combined with great manoeuvrability and

visibility for collecting waste in the narrowest parts of

your public areas: pavements, pedestrian areas, car

parks, retail parks, etc. Our sub compact MC110 is

available with the latest clean engines in Diesel or Petrol.

Our Scarab Merlin and M65T truck mounted sweepers are

equally at home in municipal, urban or contracting

activities, having been designed for mounting on a truck

chassis in the 10 - 15 tonne GVW range, powered in diesel

or CNG, The Scarab single or twin engine solution combined

with our unique CANbus control system makes our road

sweepers easy to use and cost effective.

Our Magnum heavy-duty specialist sweeper range

are Scarab’s Flagship. With class-leading, powerful

suction, high specification and rugged build they are

ideally suited for all civil works and specialist

applications including airport runway and aprons,

milling work, high pressure surface cleaning and

glycol removal.

SUB COMPACT COMPACT COMPACT MID-SIZE TRUCK MOUNTED TRUCK MOUNTED SPECIALIST

SINGLE ENGINESINGLE ENGINETWIN ENGINE

0,7 m3
2 m3

4 - 5 m3

5 - 7 m3 7 - 8 m3



MATHIEU 
With more than 90 years of experience, follow a French manufacturing tradition of qua-

lity and inventiveness and are a major player in the sweeping and cleaning industry. Ma-

thieu demonstrate a high level of expertise, providing the market with confidence

brought about by skills, understanding and professionalism. The range of compact and

innovative sweepers, offer unmatched performance and productivity, ensuring there is a

perfect solution regardless of the cleaning task being faced. 

RAVO 
Being the passionate inventor of the compact pure vacuum street sweeper RAVO keeps

on developing with on-going product innovations and adaptations. Being Europe’s num-

ber one producer of street sweeping machines and having over 50 years of experience

makes RAVO a true specialist in the sweeping branch. We have the know-how and skills

to meet your wishes. 



SCARAB 
Founded in 1979 Scarab has become a major player in the world of truck-mounted swee-

pers having pioneered the widespread use of Single engine machines that provide the lo-

west cost of ownership and operation. Now offering a range of body sizes, drive types

and the possibility to mount on CNG chassis, gives Scarab the ability to cover all aspects

of municipal, urban or heavy duty contracting work. Make the city their playground 


